




Checking lhe Stunning E qu1pment
tdealJy te ts l1ould be made on the Cl 1. · · · · . irrent app 1.ed to the ,.,,al when 1t1s bemgstunned. The valuesho Id b 111·' • . d . . u e not le s than

, appropriate ,ecornmc_n. ahon �1ven in Table 1 or 2_ To
nsure the current an a111mal receive an amm t, • . 1 b . d . · cter or curren 
sing circuit 1as to e mserte Ill eries with th ·t n·ng.

d I . h h . . h e s un 1 uit, an I 11s means t at t e c1rcu1t as t� be internipted in the
oning contro! box. Tl�ere arc Lwo_al Lernat,ves to this procedure;
if the stunning equipment deltver a current at a constant 
itage, the voltage can be measured acr0ss a dummy load of 
. l'leen I 00 and 400 ohm re. istance. The mea ured voltage 
�er thi load must be greater than that hown for the relevant 
Jjcation in Table 1 or 2, (ii) if the stunning equipment operates 

0 constant current or current limited ystem the current must 
measuredin cries with a standard re is tor of between lOO and 
ohm. The mea ured current under thi load should be greater 

11 rhe appropriate current hown in TabJe I or 2. It is import.ant 
en ure thal the resistor is capabJe of tolerating the stunning 
rrent without burning out and that the circuit i witched off 
en the resi. tor is being connected to the tunning electrode . 

Symptoms of an Electric Stun 

When a tunning current is applied to an a1limal it goe · rigid. 
tiring the rigid (tonic) pha e the head becomes rai ed and the 
iodlegs arc tlexed into lhe body. The forelegs may be flexed to 
gin with and then gradually straighten out during the tonic 
nse, but the presence of flexion depends on the specie and 
rrent that are u ed. Overall rigidity in the animal nom1ally la t 
r 10 ro 20 econds and it is best to stick whilst it is in this phase 
dbefore thekicking phase et in.Iftheanimal how paddling 
, kicking movements with its legs as soon a the tunning 

:11rrent stops, it is po . ible Lhat the animal i not properly 
�unned. 

The normal kicking (clonic) phase usually follows on from 
fue tonic phase and lasts for between 15 and 45 seconds. 

The presence of a tonic and clonic phase in this sequence is 
Jalcen to be a sign that the animal has been effectively stunned. 
There is no point in trying to assess any reflexes during these 
�ase as the animal is convulsing and no meaningful results will 
be obtained. The clonic phase is usually less pronounced following 
bead to back stunning than with head only stunning. 

At the end of the clonic phase a quiet period sets in, by which 
e the animal will have started to breathe. It is from this point 

nward that the animal will start to regain awarenes. of its 
rroundings. A simple test that can be carried out in the 
aughterhouse is to watch the animal. ' flanks for nonnal or 
pid rhythmic breathing movements. The movements should be 
stinguished from gagging where the animals make erratic 

lnspiratory gasps. Gagging movements are an indication of a 
Ying brain and they have a lower frequency than normal 
reathing movements. 

INTERRUPTED STUNNING 

When stunning electrodes are applied to the animal it must 
�ome rigid instantaneously. If it escapes from the electrodes or 
lfthe initial contact is insufficient to produce rigidity the animal 

omes distressed and struggles which in turn makes it more 
lifficult to apply the electrodes. If a particular electrical stunning 
�ethod persistently leads to such interrupted stunning, it can be 
11�lproved in one of the following ways. Either the presentation 
Of the animal to the slaughterman can be improved so that the 
!lectrodes are placed more accurately and more firmly, or the
lquipment can be improved to help it overcome the electrical
�sistance of the animal and the electrodes.
, Every experienced slaughterman will have a preference for
1�e way an animal should be presented for stunning, but a few
teneral tips can be made which may prove useful in evaluating
lsystem:
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It is ea ier to apply electrode accurately if the laugh'terman
does not have co support too much of hi� ":'eight at the ti �1e he

ak ti Pl·,cacion For example, 1t 1s u ually easJer tom es 1e ap · . d f 1 . 
apply elect.rodes downwards mste_a . o 1_onzontally. 
Once the electrodes are positioned it IS easier to apply pressure
onto the animal if the electrodes are relatively heavy. This
applies particularly for the scissor and head to back electrodes.
It is ea ier to place electrodes a curately if the animal is
restrained in tead of free- tanding on the noor.
Head to back electrodes can be applied will1 greater pressure
and accuracy if they are held in both hands . 

- The slaughtem1an hould not ha�e t� bend hi b�c� each Li�e
he applies the electrodes, otherwise 11 become tmng a_nd thJ 
can lead to inaccurate application.
The slaughterman hould not have lo concentrate on keeping
hi balance when he is applying the long .

The electrical resistance between the electrodes and the 
animal can be reduced in the following ways: 
- Wetting the application sites on the animal before the electrodes

are applied.
- Wetting the electrodes. This will improve the electrical contact

with tJ1e animal and help to reduce the build up of carbon on
the electrode .

- Regular decarbonising of dry electrode , eg. with a powered
rotary wire brush situated alongside the stunning position.

- Tncrea ing tbe effective urface area of the electrodes.

SAFETY ASPECTS 

All electrical stunning equipment is potentially dangerous 
to staff if it is misused. Protection is given in different ways, 
ii1cluding: 
- Stunning with an i olated circuit in which current flows

preferentially between rhe two electrndes. Nevertheless if a
human comes between both electrode r touche one electrode
whilst he is ¼(ell earthed he can get a potentially lethal hock.
It is essential that the safety procedure recommended by the
equipment manufacture, are closely followed.
Using safety witches or triggers. Never tape the switches
down so that the electrodes are permanently live.
Having a pre- et timer which regulates the duration of tunning
cunem flow. With some makes of equipment the voltage
returns to a low level beLween each tunning episode. The low
voltage is u ed for ensing the re istance of the animal, and
once th.i is detected the stunner switches to the higher
stunning voltage and is kept there for a et duration.
Housing the control box in a cparate area which is always
kept dry.
U ing pring mounted electrodes which have to be pressed
against the animal or an object to allow current flow.

COMMERCIAL PROBLEMS 

Electrical tunning in pigs can lead to broken shoulder 
blade , especially when they aJe stunned whil t free- tanding on 
the floor. These break usually occur when the animal' foreleg 
make sudden impact with the floor al the tart of tunning. This 
ends a shock wave up the l.eg and cau e a complete fracture at 

the neck of the shoulder blade. A tar-like fracture also occurs at 
the cup end of the shoulder blade where it butt onto the humeru . 
The problem can be avoided by lifting the pigs off the floor at 
stunning, for example by using a V restrainer. 

Broken vertebrae can occur in pigs stunned with head to 
back tong if the voliage is too high. Present experienccsuggest 
that a atisfactory stun with a minimum of fractures is obtained 
when using 1.3 amp. These fracture are nol usually associated 
with much bleeding if lhe heart i stopped at tunning since this 
stops the pump which would otherwi e force blood out of the 
ruptured ve el . In a imilar way, inducing a cardiac arrest at 
tunning will reduce the expression of brui ing inflicted either 
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